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Your key to consistently profitable
trading

By, Dale Brethauer

Let’s cut straight to the chase… The number one problem
most traders face is that their attention is spread too thin.
Or there is no system in place to take themselves out of
the decision making equation.
In today's information avalanche, traders have enough
data thrown at them to choke an elephant, but instead it
chokes their ability to think clearly in a dynamic
environment.
Being able to focus your efforts within a well defined system (think if/then
statements) is the most important task you have if you want to retire early or add
second income through your trading efforts.
But doing this successfully when you have limited time and career based
commitments can feel like an impossible task. Not to mention all the other things
that draw on your time.
That’s why I created the 3-Principle Method of trading. Unlike most trading
services, advisories, or gurus, it’s perfectly designed for the busy professional who
wants that second income or to retire early. And it’s natural design is for people
that aren’t “quants” or speak algorithm fluently, and to be candid, those are just
flashy words used to sell people “black box” trading services. Trust me I’ve seen
my fair share as a hedge fund owner.
Of course, you can take the 3-Principle Method and apply it to any market or time
frame (I’m at the point now where I’m searching for a market where it doesn't
work).
But what the 3-Principle Method shows you is that it's absolutely possible to trade
profitably and grow wealth without spending every waking hour trading. But,
before we get into the execution of trades I want to show you the 3P Framework in
which the 3-Principle Entry and Exit system lives. This is a premeditated plan for
how your going to make money trading the markets and a critical success step
that 90% of new market participants forgo.
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TRADING FRAMEWORK

FOCUS
Trade a tight group of 5-10 assets that meet a
stringent criteria.

SYSTEMATIZE
Trade the group using a simple yet effective entry and
exit system that never contradicts itself.

LEVERAGE
Leverage capital and time by deploying your systems
edge using vertical option spreads.
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FOCUS

BUILD YOUR OWN

characteristics I use

Focus - narrow your “world” of assets that you want to trade.
TURN OFF CNBC and the apps that get you “breaking” news.
That news is ancient and is already positioned by large
institutions then released to the media.
Dunbar's Number - Dr. Robin Dunbar an Oxford University
Professor of Anthropology hypothesized that humans have
about 150 personal relationships (acquaintances) narrowing
it down to 10 “best friends”. They then did a study using the
cell phone data with came up with this:
“Instead it seemed that most individuals on average had 4.1
close friends, 11.0 on the next level, 29.8 on the next level, and
128.9 on the outermost level of personal closeness.”
Now think how much more do you know about your best
friends or loved ones than you do a passing acquaintance?
You may even be able to anticipate the actions of your
loved ones, you probably know where I’m going with this.
What these study really revealed is that our brain has a
finite capacity to follow things in our environment that are
constantly changing...like the market.

01

LIQUIDITY

02

VOLATILITY

03

CORRELATION

The asset must be
traded enough that you
can get in and out
easily.

You want an asset that
moves, more on this
later.

Choose assets with
different correlations &
trade them in different time
frames.

WHAT I TRADE
ASSET

TIME FRAME

$SPX

WEEKLY OPTION SPREADS

$SPX, $RUT, $GOOGL, $AMZN
03

MONTHLY OPTION SPREADS

USD/JPY (NEW)

BUY/SELL
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SYSTEMATIZE

BUILD YOUR OWN

characteristics I use

01

Use 1 Technical indicator that Identifies
outlier price action. This can be used to
find potential trade entry zones. Backtest the indicator to find out exactly
how many times a year price reaches
these extreme levels and does it prove
to be an opportunity.

Creating a trading system is not important to trading
success..it's essential.
Create a simple back-tested system that provides you with
an edge, meaning it must win more than 50% of the time.
This is positive expectation modeling.
The 3-Principal Entry and Exit Method I use hovers around
76 - 78% positive expectation and that's across different
markets and asset classes.

02

Entry and Exits should have defined levels. It should never
be a “well it looks like a good time to get in” scenario. This
eradicates indecision and anxiety.

03

REGRESSION CHANNELS
Find the trade.

ENTRY
Find an Price Structure that clearly
defines when to get in the trade.
Finding outlier price action is not an
opportunity without a reversion back
to the mean (price average over a
period of time). You need something
that indicates that a change in
direction has occurred and it's more
likely than not going to continue.

The system should Find, Enter, & Exit trades without
contradiction.

3-PRINCIPLE
ENTRY TO EXIT METHOD

FINDING

EXIT
Find a leading price indicator that will
signal your trade exit. Leading is an
important designation here and means
that the indicator expands out into the
“future” or right side of the chart. I
prefer a indicator/overlay/drawing that
is stationary therefore your exit target
doesn’t “run away” from you as price
dynamics change.

MEASURED MOVES
Enter the trade.

FIBONACCI EXTENSIONS
Exit the Trade.

LEVERAGE

BENEFITS:

Trading Option Spreads

01

Option Spreads are a fantastic way to
leverage the capital in your account to
magnify returns.

Now that we’ve focused our trade-able assets, created a
powerful system to trade those assets, it’s time to leverage
that edge we've created with option spreads.
There are a lot of different option spreads but I focus my
attention on vertical option spreads where I am a net
seller. This simply means that I sell an option of higher
value than the one I buy.

LEVERAGE CAPITAL

02

LEVERAGE TIME
The Vertical Option Spreads I use
benefit from the passage of time. It's
called theta decay.

The spreads I focus on are:
BULL put Spread &

BEAR call Spread

note: an easy way to remember their directional bias is the first word. A BEAR call means we want price
to stay neutral or go down. In a BULL put we want price to stay neutral or go up. let's take a look:

This goes in
your account

If Price stays above
here...

If Price stays below
here...

This goes in
your account

PRINCIPLE 1
REGRESSION CHANNELS:
Finding the Trade
They’re defined as standard deviation channels in my Thinkorswim platform the distinction being that they
auto-adjust everyday For whatever reason they classify regression channels as an overlay drawing that
does not adjust itself but they use the same principle.
I’ve used regression channels for 30+ years and in the beginning I had to do them by hand (pain). But I
knew how powerful they were and valued them as a tool to identify opportunities.
Statistically, 95.4% of all price action will occur within the +(-)2 Standard Deviation channel. I look for
opportunity when price reaches “outlier areas” between the 1 & 2 standard deviations

Opportunity zone

Middle Line

Opportunity zone

PRINCIPLE CONCEPT
Regression channels are the spotlight I use to find potential opportunities. Just
because an assets price is trading in outlier zones does not make it a reason to buy
or sell.
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PRINCIPLE 2
Measured Moves:
Entering the Trade
Regression Channels (standard deviation channels) put a spotlight on a potential trade and now we
need something to give us a finite price that green lights action.
Measured moves are a price structure present in any trend.

Execute

Execute
PRINCIPLE CONCEPT
I use measured moves to identify that the intermediate trend has changed and its
time to pull the trigger. There’s no guesswork, we’re going to use the last high/low
as a finite price point for entry.

PRINCIPLE 3
Fibonacci Extensions:
Exiting the Trade
Staying true to the finite price points for entry and exits, I apply fibonacci extensions on the same price
structure I use to get into the trade (measured moves) to forecast my exit targets.

PRINCIPLE CONCEPT
I apply Fibonacci Extensions directly to the measured move price
structure that signaled the trade entry.
That means as I’m getting into a trade I already know when I’m getting out….it’s a
beautiful thing.
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DEFINING THE EDGE

EDGE 1
Entering trades when the price is either overbought/oversold.
Regression channel statistically shows when price is ready to
revert back to the mean. 95.4% of all price action is contained
within 2 standard deviations from the mean (middle line). We use
that statistic to spotlight opportunities between the 1 & 2 Standard
deviation lines anticipating that price will regress or revert back to
the middle of the channel.

EDGE 2
Measured moves signify that the intermediate trend has changed,
and its time to get in. Measured moves also give us a finite point
of entry, important because I never “feel like” its a good time to get
in..we know for sure. The measured move is also the structure that
we apply our Fibonacci exit principle to so we have our exit targets
set in the future as we’re entering a trade..it’s a beautiful thing.

EDGE 3
After a measured Move 68% of the time price reaches the 127.2%
Fibonacci extension. It’s easy to see how these probabilities are
stacked in our favor in multiple ways and it shows in the 3Principal Method’s positive expectation model and quite frankly the
returns that are realized.
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3-PRINCIPLE METHOD
Break-even | Loss Protocol
Break-even comes first for this system because I use the measured move to get in, if it falls apart and
price begins to regress back towards the entry I simply get out.
I’ve had many members ask if we could just adjust the vertical spread (not hard) and my answer is
always the same, I’ll break it down here:
This is a pre-meditated system and I use rules that take me and my primitive emotions out of the
equation. If the market doesn’t play by my rules I simply get out.
If I were to begin adjusting positions that aren’t performing they way I’ve modeled them, the market is
trading me not the other way around. The human brain is actually built to lose money trading, it
dislikes risk and hates to be wrong.
It will try to convince you that the market is wrong and to hold on. It’s also equipped with a primordial
“fight or flight” mechanism we used to not be eaten by saber tooth tigers, when the brain is in this
mode it essntially shuts down the frontal lobe ( what we use to make rational decisions ) and reverts
to basal instincts. You can't become rich with a caveman brain!
Thankfully, measured move "breakouts" have a price burst characteristic. This means that an
overwhelmingly large percentage of 3P trades begin in the green. It also means that if the measured
move breaks down, there is ample time to liquidate the position many times for a small gain or breakeven trade.

PRINCIPLE CONCEPT
Don't send good money after bad.
If the market doesn't play by our rules we simply get out and wait for the next
setup.
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DEPLOYING THE EDGE
How We Execute THE EDGE
There is a given here right? Some trades we lose, hurts to hear but when
you’ve doubled your account year over year it hits the ears very
differently. I know I’m going to lose its already built into my models.
There was a time last year (2018) that the method pumped out 19
winning trades in a row on the SPX Weeklys (Weekly Options
Masterclass) one of the 3 main pillars I trade and alert on. It was to the
point that I was like we need a breakeven/small loss in here soon.
Proper Trade Size
Here’s the thing...don’t you think after the 12...15...17th winning trade in a
row I would have bet the house??...
NEVER.
In this game WE are the Casino. Our sole job is to shove as many trades
(that meet our stringent criteria) down the funnel as possible...How are
you going to do that when you just bet the house on 1 trade that went
against you in after hours?
The psychological toll that this one action will take will set you back
YEARS and maybe make you into a “I’ve tried it” trader. Here are only
some examples of the determinants of this:
You you feel like the last 9 months of gains were lost time and effort.
now you have a chip on your shoulder...and geuss what...your going to
think you can win it all back in 1 trade. Maybe you will but the roots of
losing will be entrenched.
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POSITIVE EXPECTATION MODEL
Imagine you had a magic quarter that came up heads 80% of the time. Wouldn't
you go around betting everyone a small sum that it will turn up heads. You would
be rich pretty quickly as long as you let those odds play out over a lot of bets. The
3-Principle Method is now your magic quarter, it's up to you whether you let it make
your rich.
These are actual results from trades I've alerted in the membership.

CALCULATING EXPECTED RETURNS

CRITICAL SUCCESSS FACTOR
The last step is also something that 90% of "I've tried it"
traders fail to do and that's calculate expected returns.
This is your roadmap, the light at the end of the tunnel
and a fantastic tool to keep you within the system that
will get your there.
All of the factors we've gone over up to this point are
utilized in this calculation.
I'll show the expected returns from my $RUT
trades as an example, let's get started!

I hope you
loved this!
I hope you’ve enjoyed my sincere attempt at showing you exactly
how I trade. It was really hard for me to try to keep it to the
essentials here but stay tuned to the accompanying emails where I'll
dive deeper into each area that we covered. Before this you may not
have known me at all, but I hope we’ve made a small connection here.

Let me know what you thought of the "The 3-Principle Trading
Method" by contacting me through the website or if you really loved it
and want me to personally guide you through the method I created
"The Ultimate Guide to Entries and Exits" and made it only $3. That's
it for now, if I don't see you again I wish you all the best of luck in
your pursuit of alpha.

Learn more about me and my story @ https://optionsinfinity.com

